The Laughing Stones, dream object, –80’s

Perhaps we remain all equal before our dreams. Only occasionally do these peculiar objects that consent to
manifest themselves in our sleep. These unespected pictures that we by way of exception manage to rescue
from the night, do they really belong to us? They are the result of a kind of friction with hasty or deep
impressions escape in any case all intention or, by the way, arbitrariness, and appear to whom happens to
behold them rather as obvious. They may look like art men are not ”made” on demand, they are not the product
of any talent or inspiration or simple striving after effect. They escape repetition, pseudopolemics, aestheticism
or its contrary, in other words the trends, tics and affectation that belong to the sphere of art, or? Maybe they
are rather the nightly revenge of the poetic sense and thus the ironical or innocent parody of all of the above.
For sure it is in not in any regard whatsoever a question of symbols.
Maybe a certain loose attention, a kind of lucid type of concentration help, but at the same time they are
within the range of every subconscious, as someone put it, that is unusually democratic.

The True For Five Senses

Dream Objects

( Dream quote )

The Fall, dream painting, –01

Dream object –03

The Singing Coffin. The voice of the laying person activates the strings. Dream object –87

Dream object –96

The Chink of Forgetfulness, dream object –02

”By forgotten English pioneer, 1850”; Dream photograph –01

Dream object –

The Surrealist Group 7 Fingers, dream object –90

”The Sky” by Aase Berg, dream picture –98

Dream object –97

Pointing crucifix, dream object –96

21 Clocks in a Bag, dream object –87

Landscape with the profile of Marcel Duchamps, dream drawing –03

Wine glass for lovers, dream object –87

3 bottles of thinner women, dream object –80-talet

In the dream my sister gives birth to a child that is a head only. Overwhelmed
with agony I stare intensively at the newborn and consider its terrible fate: TO
BE A HEAD ONLY!
Dream object –00
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